Rolling Waves is a complete engineered, easy-to-install system consisting of varying widths of decorated and rolled 32-inch and 44-inch panels that are attached to the wall using a steel Snap Bar system. Ask about other products available in the Móz Tides System.

Each Rolling Waves Kit includes:

A MT100 End Snap Bars (2)
B MT110 Mid Snap Bars (varies per order)
C Drywall Anchors with Fasteners (number varies per order)
D Rolling Waves Panels

Additional tools needed for installation:

E Stud finder
F 4 foot long (or longer) level
G Tape measure
H Pencil
I Electric drill
J Ladder or lift device

1 Using stud finder examine substrate and check for studs.
2 Layout and mark holes for the first End Snap Bar, making sure it is plumb. All further dimensions rely on the first bar.
3 Anchor first Snap Bar and set second Bar parallel to the first and so on with the remaining Snap Bars.
4 Position and snap panels into the Snap Bars starting with one corner.
5 Set drywall anchor for screws if needed.
6 After all panels are snapped in assembly is complete.

For complete technical information, detailed drawings, installation information or other technical information, please call (510) 632-0853 or visit mozdesigns.com/spec_library.html.

For more information on other products and custom options from Móz Designs, please contact us at (510) 632-0853.

In case of damage to any of the panels, simply contact a sales representative at (510) 632-0853 to obtain a replacement. Replacement charges may apply.